
ANTHROPONYMY HAS been a reputedbut marginal direction within medievalstudies, and the manner in which thepeople from the Middle Ages chosethe names of their children, the rulesfollowed in this respect, or the natureof the existing fund of possible nameshave chiefly been seen as the provinceof linguistics. During the past threedecades, however, historians1 have be-gun to show increasing interest in thecritical study of given names used throu-ghout the Middle Ages, realizing the
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unique potential of this direction in research.2 Earlier approaches focused onthe identification of the dialectal origin of certain names (especially of theGermanic ones of the Early Middle Ages), of name etymologies, or theirclassification according to linguistic criteria. The interdisciplinary perspec-tive adopted in the 1960s sought to clarify and bring some answers concerningthe accurate dating of fracture points in the evolution of personal name sys-tems�between Antiquity (three names), Early Middle Ages (one name only),and the name and surname system used starting with the 12th century, with theoccasional variations from this path�as well as the changes experienced by thefund of names during this process and the inclusion of name analysis in the social,legal, cultural and political context of the investigated phenomena.3Until the last decade of the 20th century, in Western Europe the investiga-tion of medieval names emerged as a vibrant, innovative and extremely fertiledirection in contemporary medieval studies. The published texts�macro-analy-ses (dealing with the ensemble of names), as well as micro-analyses (limitedto a particular place/time/social setting)�vary enormously and cannot be sum-marized in a study as succinct as the present one. However, despite the risk ofomissions, we can talk about certain manifest tendencies in the field. On theone hand, the publication in question indicate a manifest interest in the earlymedieval period,4 a time of ethno-genesis following the fall of the RomanEmpire, or in the period between the 11th and the 13th centuries, a time of con-siderable changes in name systems. Also, the investigations focused on aristo-cratic names (infinitely better documented by sources), on the social and cul-tural context that led to the system of �first and last name,� on the changes inthe name fund and on the transition to a limited but extremely popular pool ofpossible names, in a context defined in cultural and juridical terms by Chris-tianitas.5 In what concerns the methodology, especially for those investigationsthat sought to survey sizable sources or covered long intervals or large geo-graphic areas, the preferred approach has been the statistical one. Also, we noticethe increasingly frequent combination between anthroponymy and family his-tory; it has been repeatedly stated that the triumph of the two-name systemoccurred as kinship solidarities were being redefined in keeping with the Chris-tian perspective on paternal authority within the conventional family, and theinvestigation of the practices concerning succession or the studies in genealogyand prosopography focused on the manner in which the elites chose the namesof their heirs. Quite fruitful have been the investigations devoted to women�snames,6 a field little explored before. Some aspects, however, require revisionor a more in-depth and comprehensive investigation. It would be a fallacy togeneralize when it comes to naming practices in the whole area that, duringthe Middle Ages, found itself under the authority of the Roman Church. In-
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stead, the investigations should focus precisely on the existing differences interms of gender, social status, or generation�especially since we are dealingwith environments that have been somewhat less investigated, such as the ur-ban and the rural world of the Late Middle Ages. The studies devoted to thenames given in medieval Transylvania, mainly interested in the historical de-velopment of the relevant phenomena�and drawing on the information pre-sented in the foreign literature or by Hungarian historians,7 more interestedin the field of historical anthroponymy�, have sought to survey the fund ofnames as presented by existing sources and process it using statistical meth-ods, with a view to performing complex analyses in several major directions:the identification of the basic procedure for name-giving and of the momentwhen the two-name system replaced the previous, single name one, the classi-fication of the name fund according to social, occupational, and ethnic criteria,the particular meanings and the developments experienced by the fund of Ro-manian names in medieval Transylvania.Of course, in order to achieve these scholarly goals, in a first stage it is nec-essary to identify the corpus of relevant historical sources. Undoubtedly, themost valuable sources available to those interested in the history of personalnames in medieval Transylvania are the diplomatic ones, or indeed chancellerydocuments. Apart from the still inedited texts found in Romanian or foreignlibraries and archives, thousands of documentary texts have come to the atten-tion of historians through the publication of diplomata, monographs, or spe-cialized texts. Such editions of documents are usually well-known by those in-terested in the field,8 and therefore the following considerations shall nor referto this category of historical sources; the narrative texts or inscriptions will beequally disregarded here.Generally speaking, diplomatic sources (writs issued by the medieval chan-celleries and certifying specific juridical realities) refer to a limited number ofindividuals, usually mentioned by name, and thus they are relevant for the fieldonly to the extent in which the source material is significant in volume, coher-ent, covering a wide geographic area and a long period of time.9 There are alsohistorical sources which, by their vary nature, mention a large number of people�snames. Sometimes this category includes sources generically known as �regis-ters.� Regardless of the type of document (chancellery writ, matricule, judicialor fiscal documents, etc.), under this umbrella term we find a class of textsinsufficiently investigated in Romania.10 Hard to define as historical sources,ascribable to categories such as diplomatic documents, codices �notebooks�(described, according to their use, also as �matricules,� �protocols, �urbaria,��accounts,� etc.) include essential information for the historical investigationof medieval names. Written for dominantly pragmatic, administrative purposes,
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these historical sources often appear as long lists of data, numbers, and, firstand foremost, names. While other medieval documents or inscriptions (regard-less of the subjacent material) refer to a limited number of individuals andimplicitly names, a register can provide researchers with hundreds of names.Consequently, the European specialists in the field have been paying great at-tention to these registers, seeing them as privileged sources.11 Several suchregisters were created in medieval Transylvania or in connection to it, and allare particularly relevant when it comes to piecing together the fund of Transyl-vanian names between the 13th and the 16th century.Somewhat less relevant12 for the study of names is another category ofTransylvania sources, namely, the registers or the protocols issued by the insti-tutions enjoying this prerogative, such as the Benedictine convent of Cluj-Mãnãºtur, an otherwise singular case.13 Many names can be found in the �reg-isters� that kept record of economic matters. Among the early such texts wefind the tax records from the first half of the 14th century: the notes of papaltax collector Rufino of Civinio from 1317�1320, the tithe register of the Transyl-vanian chapter for the year 1331, and especially the fascinating �dossier� withnames from all over Transylvania drawn up by papal tax collectors Jacob andRaymond between 1331 and 1337.14 Equally rich in information are some eccle-siastical sources from the late 14th century, which remained in use until the 16th
century, such as the Matricula plebaniae Cibiniensis15 or the membership list forthe association of the Saschiz chapter.16 The first decades of the 16th centuryleft us several lists with the names of the Dominican friars from Sighiºoara,Sibiu, Cluj, Braºov, Bistriþa, etc. (including the conversi).17 In the category ofpragmatic documents (usually tax-related) produced by the lay circles�urbanor manorial�we find a number of remarkable sources relevant for the namestypical for the environment in which they were created. One such example wouldbe the taxation list for the year 1453, the Regestrum Hungarorum de civitateCluswar,18 the Bistriþa register of accounts (1461),19 the documents concern-ing the payment of a tax levied on the Romanians, the quinquagesima, espe-cially in the northern half of Transylvania, also for the year 1461,20 or severalsources dealing with the history of some estates, which also mention manypeople�s names.21 Interesting information can also be found in the vigesima reg-isters of the towns,22 and also quite useful are the records concerning univer-sity enrollment.23 It must also be said that some Transylvanian libraries holdmedieval liturgical manuscripts which include long lists of names, either asobituaries or as records of the membership of some religious associations; thisinteresting category shall be dealt with more extensively in another study.
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O F COURSE, this extremely succinct presentation of some of the mostrepresentative �registers� concerning the medieval history of Tran-sylvania is anything but exhaustive. Instead, it is meant to draw at-tention to a historiographical field and to a category of sources particularly rel-evant for anthroponymic research. The investigation of the personal names usedin medieval Transylvania, previously confined mostly to the German compo-nent of the country�s population,24 can therefore draw upon a remarkable vari-ety of sources, likely to guarantee the success of any such scholarly endeavor.
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Anthroponymy has been a reputed but marginal direction within medieval studies, its object ofstudy being chiefly seen as the province of linguistics. During the past three decades, however, his-
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torians have begun to show increasing interest in the critical study of given names used throughoutthe Middle Ages. The studies devoted to the names given in medieval Transylvania have sought tosurvey the fund of personal names as presented by existing sources and process it using statisticalmethods, with a view to performing complex analyses in several major directions: the identificationof the basic procedure for name-giving, the classification of the name fund according to social, oc-cupational, and ethnic criteria, and the particular meanings and the developments experiencedby the fund of Romanian names in medieval Transylvania. In this context, the study discusses themost relevant sources likely to be useful to such a scholarly endeavor.
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